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Abstract 

 
Cloud computing is an associate rising technology paradigm that migrates current technological and computing 

ideas. Clouds bring out a large vary of profits allowing configurable computing resources, economic savings, and 

service flexibility. Still, security and privacy comes to be the main obstruction to a broad acceptance of cloud. The 

novel conception that clouds introduce such like multi threading, resource share – out and outsource, make newly 

challengeable to the protection community. So as to use a cloud serviceable entirely you demand is a web browser 

and an online. The most prominent disadvantageously in cloud computation is that the information protection. As a 

result of the information that is making up stored in the cloud providers server. Therefore this lead to hacking of 

knowledge by unauthorized soul. Within the business model utilizing software as a service, users are providence 

access to application software and databases. The cloud suppliers handle the infrastructure and platforms on that the 

applications run. The main objective of the planned system, however we will secure our information in cloud 

computing. We have proposed a powerful and an innovative approach to information on cloud computing by thinks 

of covering the information within audio pursuing is the embody of Steganography. We can also propose privacy 

maintaining mechanism that admits public analyze on shared information storage within the cloud. We tend to 

utilize ring signature to compute the verifiable information required to analyzing the unity of sharing data, so that 

the Third Person Auditing (TPA) is able to audit the correctness of shared data, however it cannot recover the initial 

information. In future, steganography is applied to secure the virtual images within the cloud computing. 
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